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Air fryers are revolutionary kitchen appliances that use superheated air to fry, bake, grill, and steam
without added oils and calories. Filled with delicious recipes for breakfasts, vegetables, sides, main
dishes, and even desserts, this inspiring cookbook can also be used with induction air cooking.
Create healthy, balanced, easy meals you and your whole family will love!Put your Air Fryer to good
use with some handy and delicious recipes from our very own Allison Waggoner! "In the Kitchen" Air
Fryer Cookbook is choc-a-block full of healthy and yummy recipes - universal recipes for all types of
Air Fryers. The recipes work with any model of air fryer, convection and induction air cooking. The
book has over 100 recipes - simple and easy dishes from breakfast to desserts! This cookbook is
your complete Air Fry cooking guide - it takes you step by step to create, not only the recipes in the
book, but all of your favorites. The frequently asked question guide section answers all your
questions about air frying, and a variety of recipes - everything from award winning Buffalo Wings to
the perfect French fry, Biscuit Beignets with Praline Sauce, Maple Glazed Donuts, Vegetable and
Kale Chips, Soy Salmon Steaks, Taco Cups, Pizza Rolls, Island Coconut Shrimp, Torn Bread
Salad, Southern Buttermilk Fried Chicken, Chocolate Lava Cakes, Lemon Sponge Cake, Pecan Pie
Bread Pudding and much more! Foods you love without the grease. Healthy cooking means a
healthy you! Additional Information: Dimensions: 7-1/4"L x 9-1/4"H x 1/2"W Book Binding: Hardback;
image wrap with smooth, glossy finish Page Count: 151 pages, full color, 102 recipes ISBN Number:
978-1-4621-1809-0 Country of Origin: USA
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Iâ€™m a big fan of Allison Waggoner and own all of her books (three so far!). My sister gave me an
air fryer for my birthday and Iâ€™ve been on the hunt for a cookbook ever since. This book is
FANTASTIC! I've had friends over for dinner on multiple occasions and they canâ€™t stop talking
about the wonderful food. The biggest reward has been hearing my friends rave about these recipes
and sharing this book with them. Iâ€™ve tried about fifteen different recipes so far, and theyâ€™re
all delicious and so tasty. The directions are easy to follow and there are dishes you can prepare
ahead (which is great for entertaining!). The book is also so well put together, and I love the
photography in all of Allisonâ€™s books. Great job! Buy this Now!

This book is excellent for the simple basic recipes for anyone to make. I simply love this book
because the recipes are the type of food that I eat daily and not extravagant foods that no one in
general eats. I am buying these books for Christmas.

Photos are beautiful. Recipes are easy to follow;however, you still have to "play" with your own
recipes to make them work. The fryer is a wonder addition to my kitchen and I have been using it all
the time since I got it.

I bought an air fryer after seeing it demonstrated on QVC the book that came with it did not have
many recipes I would like so I sourced this cookbook at and I am so glad I did. My husband loves
fried chicken but I hate deep frying anything, it is so messy and then greasy and then what to do
with the leftover oil. I just made the buttermilk fried chicken from this book and it was perfect. The
only thing missing was the greaseyness. I will be making this and more from now on.

Great cookbook! Thanks for the ideas and recipes. We bought my mom the Phillips Digital Air Fryer
for Christmas along with some accessories. My kids got her this cookbook. It's great!My mom
doesn't need cookbooks and can whip up great food. I do not share that"gift". I need cookbooks,
and then I just might have a chance to get something right. :) This cookbook really covers a lot of
what you can do with the Air Fryers. It gives anyone a great recipe to follow or an idea for those that
can already cook or cook great! There are pictures with the recipes, and it's a simple, but well
thought out book. I don't buy cookbooks that have difficult recipes or ones without pictures. This
cookbook was rated well, and so looked at the few pages on the "Look inside" and it looked
promising. I bought it for my kids to give her. It DELIVERED!! Great cookbook!! I could maybe even
make a successful meal from her book!Absolutely a great find and I highly recommend it even for

great cooks out there like my mom. It gives you more ideas, it's creative yet practical everyday and
special occasions recipes. I don't impress easily when it comes to cooking anything.... but this
cookbook is worth the buy, I bought the hardback. I know it has a Kindle version one too, but I
thought that would be more difficult to use then a real hard covered book. LOVE IT!! More
importantly? My mom does use it. The recipes are a great success, the food comes out great, and
again it gives you ideas on different ways or foods you can make using the Hot Air Fryers. She uses
the cookbook a few times a week and is always making great food!! This cookbook is out on the
counter, not on the shelf with all the others!!Thank you to Ms.Waggonner for making a great, easy to
understand cookbook with great pictures! It has given my mom even more ideas of how to use her
new Hot Air Fryer!Thanks again~ Geo

This cookbook is NOT just an air fryer cookbook--which is what I was looking for. Many of the
recipes are for conventional cooking. I was not interested in getting just another cookbook. If you
are looking to learn how to cook in an air fryer, this s not the book to get.

Allison Waggoner's cook books have been my best cooking tool ever! Not only do I get to learn new
recipes, but I get to laugh along with her stories. This air fryer book is amazing! I have bought
several for gifts!

Enjoyed the book! Only thing I did not like was the prep involved before you actually use the airftyer,
the pre heating and microwave use before actual use of the fryer. Otherwise very good !
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